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Abstract

The concept of data management is the practice of storing, validating and processing required data to accessibility and reliability of data 
for its users. The data sources come across web and social services, IoT, sensing, transactions of any online organizations, machines, so 
on. These huge amounts of data can be found in the servers into structured, unstructured and semi-structured. Moreover, these data 
are stored few categories such, graph based, documents based, key value based and column based. The purpose of data management is 
not a goal in itself, rather than the key to innovation and knowledge discovery and to integration and reuse after the data publication 
process. Many organizations and governmental agencies are beginning to require data management and plans for various experiments. 
Beyond the collection of data and archival, it includes to ‘long-term care’ that is valuable digital assets .

Organizations gather unstructured data such internal sources (e.g., sensor data) and external sources (e.g., social media). Therefore, 
from the emergence of data management technologies and analytics enabled the organizations to process data in their business and 
innovative processes. One of the techniques is facial recognition technology that empowers to acquire intelligence about store traffic, 
composition of customers, and store movement patterns. These information’s are invaluable of leveraged to decisions product pro-
motions, staffs and for placement. In fact, the traditional data management systems assuming by a user query, that they have enough 
knowledge of the schema, contents and meaning, and certain the query they wanted to pose, thereafter, the system tries to produce 
complete and correct results. To handle the sensor data in structural monitoring applications, traditional relational database manage-
ment systems (RDBMS) employs, however little efforts devoted of data management for fundamental issues. For storing, managing and 
retrieving large scale of data, Apache H-Base, Apache Cassandra, and MongoDB noted as NoSQL (Not only SQL) database tools have 
designed to handle unstructured data. NoSQL database systems are significant rather than RDBMS for flexibility and scalability. For 
sensor network data to handling and managing, Apache Cassandra shown a better performance of scalability from massive IoT data 
which is NoSQL system . Apache Cassandra supports large scale of data management and processing as well. In this talk, will talk about 
the important of data management and the techniques that help in data mining and discover the insight from huge amount of data.
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